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Abstract: 
Many of the key stream generators which are used in practice are LFSR-based 

in the sense that they produce the key stream according to a rule y = C(L(x)), where 

L(x) denotes an internal linear bit stream, produced by small number of parallel linear 

feedback shift registers (LFSRs), and C denotes some nonlinear compression 

function. In this paper we combine between the output sequences from the linear 

feedback shift registers with the sequences out from non linear key generator to get 

the final very strong key sequence   
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Introduction: 
 Random numbers (in some 

sense) is important in many 

applications such as computer 

simulation, Monte Carlo integration, 

cryptography, randomized 

computation, ranging. In each case we 

need a sequence of numbers (or of bits) 

that "appears randomly", yet is 

repeatable.  There is often a trade off-

in order to pass many tests that may be 

necessary to make the sequence 

generators very complex, making it 

hard to analyze the sequence with 

respect to the randomness measures. 

[1]. 

 In 1999, we introduce a new 

type of random sequence key generator 

for stream cipher purpose, based on the 

stochastic process specially the birth 

and death process named “Birth and 

Death Key Generator”,[BDG for 

short]. [2] 

In this paper we introduce a 

new system for the same type, in fact 

we make a combination between the 

(BDG) and the linear feedback shift 

register. This system has a many strong 

points which make it very hard for 

attack methods. 

Preliminaries:  
1. Definition  (Stochastic process):[3] 

A stochastic process [S.P. for 

short]  tX  is a collection  ItX t :  

of random       variables. Typically, I is 

an interval in R (in such case we say 

that  tX is a continuous time 

stochastic process), or a subset of 

 ,...,...,2,1 n (in such case we say that 

 tX is a discrete time stochastic 

process. We also call )(wXt t the 

sample function (or sample path) of the 

S.P. 
 

2. Definition  (Linear feedback shift 

register):  [1] 

 A linear feedback shift register 

[LFSR for short] of length m over a 

ring R with coefficients  Rqqq m ,...,, 21
  is 

a sequence generator whose state is an 

element S=(am-1,am-2,…,a0)  mR , 

where ∑  is the set of the input state                  

And whose state change operation r is 

given by  

(am-1,am-2,…,a0)          ),,,( 11 aaaq mimi  
 

See fig(1). 
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Figure(1) A linear feedback Shift register of length m 

 
3. Definition  (Linear feedback shift 

register sequence): [4] 

    A linear feedback shift register 

sequence modulo n of length k>0 is a 

sequence ,, 21 ss such that 

ksss ,,, 21  are given and    
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  where kaaa ,,, 21   are given 

integers. 

 

4. Definition ( Period ): [1] 

 Let A be a set and let 

a=(a0,a1,a2,…) be a sequence of 

elements 
Aai  , 

the sequence a is 

periodic if there exists an integer P>0 

such that 
pii aa   for all i=0,1,2,…  

such that P is called a period of the 

sequence a and the least P is called 

period. 

 
5. Definition  (Auto-correlation 

Function): [5] 

The auto-correlation function is a way 

to quantize how random a sequence            

is and is defined by 

                                           

ki
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i aa
p

kAC 
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Where p is the period of the sequence

  1


iia  and when 0<k<p, AC(k) is 

close to zero (meaning there is very 

little correlation of the sequence with 

itself) and AC(k)=1/2 when k=0, 

indicating that the number of 1
'
s is 

equal to the number of 0
'
s. 

 

6.Definition(Pseudo-noise Sequence): 

[6] 

 Let   1


iia  be a binary 

sequence satisfying the Golomb’s 

postulates: 

1- The number of 1’s in every period 

differ from the number of 0’s by at 

most one. 

2- In every period, at least half of the 

runs must have length 1, at least one-

fourth 

length 2, etc., as long as the 

number of runs so indicated exceeds 

one. Moreover, 

      for each of these lengths, there 

must be (almost) equally many runs of 

0’s and 1’s. 

3-  1


iia  is a 2-level autocorrelation 

sequence. That is 

         AC(k)= {
           (     )

              
 

A binary sequence that satisfies the 

Golomb’s postulates is called a 

pseudo-noise sequence 

or a pn-sequence. 

Remark: 
        The linear feedback shift 

register sequence is pseudo-random 

sequence. 

 

 

am-1            am-2               …               a1                      a0 

q1

q 

q2 qm-1 qm 

Output  
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7. Definition  (m-sequence): [1] 

 A sequence a=  1


iia is 

called m-sequence (over a ring R) of 

degree r if it can be generated by a 

linear feedback shift register with 

length r, and if every nonzero block of 

length r occurs exactly once in each 

period of a. 

In other words, the sequence a 

is the output sequence of a LFSR that 

cycles through all possible nonzero 

states before it repeats. 

 

Birth and Death Key 

Generator (BDG) [2] 
    Let a and b be two prime 

numbers such that a-1 and b-1 

represent the order of cyclic group 

ba ZZ ,  respectively, so that each of 

these groups has a generator elements. 

           

)1(
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  Where T (set of the generator 

elements of bZ ), and a , b  represent 

the birth and death rate respectively, 

which  are two generator elements in  

Za , Zb   .  

 The relation (1) represents the 

equation of straight line within the time 

interval [1,b]. And       

)2(5.0)1()0)(( YY
a

d
txP 

 

Where d ( set of the generator 

elements of  aZ ). 

      If 5.0)0)(( txP    then the 

generated bit is "1" and if  

5.0)0)(( txP      Then the 

generated bit is "0", repeat this process 

for each generator element of Za with 

all the generator elements of Zb then 

we get the sequence of bits represent 

the output of the (BDG) key generator. 

 

 

Stochastic Non linear Key 

generator :  
If we add the output sequence from the 

linear feedback shift register (LFSR) 

having a suitable length with delay by 

1bit to the output sequence from the 

(BDG). Then this new suggested key 

generator called Stochastic Non Linear 

Key Generator [SNG for short]. 

See fig (2). 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 
Figure (2) Stochastic Non linear key 

generator 

 

Main Results: 
             The resulting sequences from 

the new suggested key generator 

(SNG) have the efficient criteria as 

shown in the sequent tables: 

 

  1 Periodicity: 

       Having a period is clearly a 

statistical defect that distinguishes a 

sequence from a random one. A cipher 

with a too small period is obviously 

easy to predict. The period must be 

large enough to ensure that is never 

repeated. It is usually done by using a 

building block that can be proven to 

have a large period, for instance a 

maximum-length LFSR.[6] 

The period for the sequence output 

from this system is: 

per(SNGsequence)= LCM(per (LFSR), 

per(BDG)) 

 

2   Complexity: 

 The different complexities try 

to measure how hard a sequence is to 

produce. For a complexity measure to 

(BDG) key 

generator 
+ 

LFSR 
Delay by 

1bit 

Output 

sequence  
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be practically useful for cryptographic 

purposes, two requirements have to be 

fulfilled. 

- An efficient algorithm to calculate the 

complexity has to be known. 

- The distribution of the complexity for 

random sequences has to be known 

If these requirements are fulfilled, the 

complexity measure can be used as a 

statistical 

test. Complexity measures are often 

more interesting in cryptology than 

other statistical 

17 tests, as some of them give methods 

to recreate the sequence using building 

blocks commonly used in stream 

ciphers. For the linear complexity, the 

distribution for a random sequence has 

been exactly calculated. It has been 

approximated for the maximum order 

complexity. Some complexity 

measures are only of theoretical 

interest because there is no efficient 

algorithm to calculate them.[6] 

Then the linear complexity for (SNG) 

system is: 

 

 LC(SNG)=LC(LFSR)+LC(BDG) 

 

3 Auto- Correlation: 

 We can treatment this subject by 

using the delay by (1) bit to the 

sequence from the (LFSR) before 

adding it to the sequence from (BDG), 

this treatment deletes the strong 

correlation relationship between the 

output sequence with the sequence out 

from the (LFSR).  

 

4 Other Statistical tests:  

 Regarding other tests such as run 

test, poker test, frequency test…etc. we 

test the  output sequence from the 

(SNG)system to measure how hard a 

produce sequence. This results as 

shown in the tables below. 

   Table(1) shows The Periodicity, 

Linear Complicity[6] and Randomness 

(Frequency, Run and auto correlation) 

tests for  some binary sequences  

which are generate from  (SNG) with 

different prime numbers and LFSR 

length. 

 

Table (1) efficiency criterions for (SNG) output results. 

LFSR length OP OT L(S) LC 
Randomness 

Freq.   Run                    AC 

37 
53 

83 

89 

103 

10000 

10000 

4992 

4989 

P        P        F P P P P P P P P F 

P        P       P P P P P P P P P P 

43 
211 

59 

163 

61 

50000 

50000 

24985 

24966 

P       P        P P P P F F P P P F 

P       P        P P P P P P P P P P 

501 457 367 100000 49986 P       P        P P P P F P F P P P 

601 83 691 250000 125012 P       P       P P P P P P P P P P 

 

Table(2) shows output results of 

various (SNG) system tested by 

CRYPT -X'98 using Periodicity, 

Linear Complicity, Frequency, Binary 

Derivative, Change point, Sub block, 

Run and Sequence Complicity tests 

[6]. 

 

Table (2) tests results of SNG system for using XOR-CF. 
LFSR 

length 
Primes L(S) LC FT BDT CPT SBT RT SCT 

103 
OP 101 

OT 997 
25000 11989 P P P P P P 

523 

199 

1103 

 

100000 49991 P P P P P P 

613 

149 

509 

 

500000 250103 P P P P P P 
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 مولذ المتسلسلات شبه العشوائية اللاخطي التصادفي 
 

 *محمود عريبي شمران
 

 *كهيت انعهوو نهبُاث/قسى انزياظياث/جايعت بغداد

 

 الخلاصة:
يعظممى يونممداث انًحمماحي  انخمما حسممخُد انمما فهسممحت انشتا ممس انت يممت حُممخج يخسهسمم ث يحمماحي  َاح ممت يممٍ         

انداخهيت انصادرة عٍ عدد قهيم يٍ انشتا س انت يت انًخواسيمت تبعمط انمدتال ان خ يمت تانخما حع ما       انًخسهسهت 

 قوة نًخسهسهت انًحخاح انُاح ت ظد انًهاجًت تانكسز.

  (Birth and Death Key Generatorفا هذا انبحث حى انًمش  بميٍ يخسهسمهت يحخماح يمٍ يونمد وخ ما همو          

خ مما ب ممول يُاعممأ يممب حممرخيز بًحممدار بممج تا ممد نخ مماتس ي ممكهت اورحبمما      تيخسهسممهت يحخمماح َاح ممت يممٍ سا ممس 

تانحصول عها يخسهسهت يحخاح َهائيت ححًم يواصحاث شمب  ع موائيت جيمدة تدتريمت      (Autocorrelationانذاحا 

عانيت جدآ تح خاس كافت اوخخباراث او صائيت انً هوبت بُ ماح تحكموٌ قويمت ظمد امزه انًهاجًمت تانكسمز تحهبما         

    هباث اوعختداو الآيٍ لأغزاض انخ حيز اوَسيابا.يخ

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


